


Since our inception in 2001, Imageco Visual Imaging have become one the UK’s leading companies for all things project 
and print. We specialise in all sectors of large format print, signage, exhibition and retail display work. With extensive 
industry knowledge allied to our up to date 30,000 square feet production facility and 29 staff we supply stunning results, 
on time, first time, every time. We have full in house design, print and finishing services we also have a full nation wide 
installation  available 24/7/365.

Wide Format Print and Print Finishing
Our wide format print capabilities are endless as we utilize the very latest print equipment and technology. With our cut-
ting edge Efi Vutek Gs 3250 Lx Ultradrop Pro, Durst Rho 320, Zund G3 3200, 2 HP Latex 570’s, along with the Durst Lambda 
(true photographic printer) to name a few. We cater for the  large, the small and everything in between.  

Our technology enables us to print on both rigid and roll materials, our machines have a staple diet of Xanita board,
dibond, backlit fabric, PVC free banner and much more. Our Vutek has dual white channels so can print onto coloured
media or the reverse of clear media with a spot white or full white coverage. The dual layer allows us to create some truly 
unique effects including day / night printing for illuminated flex face banners, lightboxes and layered texture effects such 
as wood and concrete.

To accompany our wide format print arsenal we have a comprehensive finishing department, with various lamina-
tors and finishing machines including banner welding and sewing for silicon edge light box and tension fabric frames. 
Whether it’s a pull up banner, a multinational graphic roll out or  bespoke exhibition we have the capacity to handle 
what is thrown at us. Our service and quick turn around times are vital in today’s print market where short deadlines are 
becoming common place within the industry.

We are specialists in wide 
format print and signage

DESIGN PRINT DELIVER INSTALL



SUSTAINABILITY

We are dedicated to our sustainable goals and continuously aim to make our operations as environmentally friendly as 
possible. We always source the most sustainable resources and now have a full portfolio of eco-friendly products. Some 
of the most popular choices include the Xanita board and Ocean Tex, which are made from fully recycled materials and 
replace PVC based products. We also operate a strict recycling policy for any acrylic, dibond and all paper and card 
products. 

Over the past few years, we have shifted our modes of production towards circular, low carbon emission operations. 
Turning to alternative more sustainable printing methods, that is offered by HP and Efi. Our ethos is to use less energy, 
maximise material usage and improve our green credentials. 

Helping you build a sustainable future!





ARCHITECTURAL VINYL

Our architectural vinyl portfolio comprises of hundreds of patterns including metallics, fabrics, wood, leather, carbon 
and single colour finishes.  We can transform any space in a few hours and the application can be done in situ, meaning 
modifications can be completed with minimal disruption. Architectural Vinyl provides a durable, stain resistant 
decorative appearance on a low budget. 

We have a large portfolio of self-adhesive designs in both the 3M-DI Noc and Cover Styl’ options. We have a huge
product range, meaning the refurbishment opportunities are endless. The self-adhesive vinyl’s can be applied to walls, 
ceiling, facades, doors and columns. 

Architectural vinyl is the creative alternative to any material and is the perfect solution to redesign a department store, 
office, or any other commercial space.  

Architectural Vinyl’s are the next generation in interior surfacing!





RETAIL DISPLAY AND
LIGHT BOXES 

Historically, Imageco was created for the retail industry and this has carried on through to today. We have worked with 
some of the Uk’s biggest brands including M&S and Adidas, our work has been seen on most of the UK’s major high 
streets and stores including Harrods London. The interior of any retail store is an extension of the products they are 
trying to sell and is a fantastic way of branding and marketing for your customers. Point of sale, window displays and 
floor graphics are set up to entice and engage the customer. This is where Imageco can help as we are industry leaders 
and specialise in all forms of retail installation.

Light boxes create stunning signage & wall art with a variety of illumination choices.  LED light boxes fitted with colourful 
graphics are a very effective way of attracting attention to promotions and advertising. They can be built in a variety of 
different aluminium profiles dependent on whether they are wall mounted or free standing. They can also be used with 
our unique ‘Night & Day’ printing to create a very cleverly designed visual effect.

Our high production printing and finishing capabilities enable us to produce high volume POS roll outs, from large scale 
fabric lightbox skins to tent cards and window graphics we have it covered. We dispatch on a huge scale covering the 
UK and Europe.

Many LED systems, including LED Light Sheet, used to provide illumination in our light boxes are highly energy efficient 
systems which meet the qualifying criteria of the UK Government’s ECA Energy Scheme. For further information on the 
scheme and to find out more about this product please get in touch

We are able to design , print and build unique point of sale units and displays working with materials such as MDF, 
plywood, acrylic to name a few. We offer a prototype and development service to ensure the final product is 100% spot 
on before rolling out production. Our manufacturing capabilities along with our graphics production enables us to 
create stunning displays, combine this with our excellent install capabilities and we can totally change the dynamic of a 
store!
 







RETAIL DISPLAY
AND LIGHT BOXES



IMAGECO
INTERIORS

Discover our range of print applications to support your interior design projects using the latest digital and textile print 
technology. We offer a service of in-house creative graphic design for commercial and domestic interiors, environments 
for retail, residential, corporate, leisure and hospitality settings. Let our Project Managers transform your interior.

With the vast majority of people spending the most part of their life at work, it is easy to see why they want it to be an 
alluring space. Office prints and graphics can bring the predominantly mundane workspace into a gratifying and 
harmonious environment. At Imageco, we can offer everything from wall prints, window graphics and signage to the 
more out-of-the-ordinary such as printed ceiling tiles,  printed acoustic panels and 3m Di-Noc Architectural films.

We offer a variety of creative options that enable interior designers to achieve stunning effects that can individualise 
spaces and replicate the look and feel of traditional decorating techniques and luxurious materials. Our digitally printed 
wall papers come in a variety of finishes and are printed using the latest HP Latex technology that is both odour free 
and ecologically friendly. We are proud to offer a range of textured wall coverings to really individualise your space too. 
These products lend themselves perfectly to bars, hotels, restaurants but we have completed interior projects for a huge 
variety of businesses. 

We also work with residential customers; to make your houses into homes, we personalise them and with rising house 
costs the ‘extend and improve’ trend looks set to stay. Whether it’s a feature wall, murals or an entire room vamp, let us 
help and guide you through the interior design process. We can even create furniture, roller blinds and kitchen splash 
backs. 

Design and Decor





IMAGECO
INTERIORS





INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR SIGNAGE

Outdoor signage will often get the majority of views for your business or promotion which is why it’s important for it to 
be high quality and aesthetically pleasing. At Imageco  we design, create and install a large array of exterior signage. 
From large window graphics, shop signs, totems, flags & banners to hoardings, we can always find a solution for your 
needs. 

Stainless steel built up lettering makes a fantastic visual impact as exterior signage but can also be used as an interior 
product to brand your building and stand out from the crowd. Create illuminated impact with our range of LED lettering 
solutions; with different fonts, colours and sizes to choose from, you can really bring your interior signage to life. Whether 
you need corporate identity within your wayfinding signage or you’d like to introduce a fun and innovative way to point 
customers in the right direction, we will work alongside you to ensure your interior signage works for you. 

With our expert knowledge of materials and fitting procedures, we ensure that all of our projects stand the test of time 
both internally and externally. With our design studio, high-tech machinery and professional fitters, we will open your 
eyes to new possibilities. Let us help you create visually stunning graphics and signage. 

Seeing is believing!







INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR SIGNAGE



CREATIVE DESIGN
AND STUDIO

CREATIVE DESIGN

Whether you are a start up business looking for brand identity and signage or an existing business wanting a full interior 
graphic makeover our design team will have the right solutions for you. Our talented designer and illustrator will help 
you stand out from the crowd and give your company the image it deserves. 
From concept to creation we have the skills to help your projects come to life be it 2D or 3D. We like to push the creative 
boundaries of print and signage and challenge the technology we have at our disposal. After the initial meeting brief 
we will create mood boards, develop concepts and carry your projects through to completion assisted by one of our 
Project Managers. We will guide you very step of the way to ensure your projects are delivered on time, and to the 
highest of standards. We love being creative at Imageco, we push creative print to it’s limit and are very proud of what 
we do. 

STUDIO

Our pre press studio are there to ensure your artwork ready files are processed accurately and correctly. We are always 
here to offer technical assistance on artwork from the colours of your design to the cutters Please refer to our guidelines 
prior to creating and sending artwork. Our recent investment in Pack Z software enables us to create custom
designed card board packaging and POS. Choose from 100’s of designs and let us customise your own POS displays 
and boxes.

The possibilities are endless. 







CREATIVE
DESIGN SERVICES



EXHIBITIONS 
AND EVENTS

Imageco produce and install exhibition stands featuring innovative design and unique use of exhibition graphics and 
material. From small, local events to globally significant trade fairs you can be sure that we will create memorable and 
engaging graphics that will enhance your profile. 

Exhibitions and events are a great way to create new contacts, show off your business to prospective customers and 
help others within your industry. Long gone are the days of standard pull-up banners! We can design from concept to 
completion; using specialist frameworks that are often bespoke to your needs. We can make your exhibition as unique 
and quirky as you like and we’re always on hand to help you get the best out of your stand.

We are a particular favourite with events management teams, and marketing planners for major corporate events. Our 
production of high quality graphics on a large scale and our hands-on approach to the development of our projects 
from start to finish makes us the best choice for events graphics. Our wide format printing capabilities are endless as 
we utilise the very latest equipment and print technology. With our cutting edge Efi Vutek, Hp Latex, Durst Rho 320, Zund 
G3 cutter to name a few, we can cater for the large, small and everything in between. Whether it’s wall coverings, floor 
graphics, textile or canvas prints, adhesive-free media, or  back lit graphics. We can produce a range of bespoke wide 
format graphics for your next event. 

Stand out from the crowd!













GET IN TOUCH

Britannia House
Beza Road  

Leeds
West Yorkshire

LS10 2BR

0113 270 0911
info@imagecoltd.com

imagecoltd.com
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